Abstract. We set up a BNR correspondence for moduli spaces of vector bundles over a curve with a parabolic structure. This leads to a concrete description of generic fibers of the associated parabolic Hitchin map. We also prove that this map (and a weak version of it) is flat and surjective. Our method is algebro-geometric, and works over any algebraically closed field.
Introduction
Hitchin [Hit87] introduced the map now named after him, and showed that it defines a completely integrable system in the complex-algebraic sense. Subsequently Beauville, Narasimhan and Ramanan [BNR89] constructed a correspondence -indeed nowadays refered to as the BNR correspondence -which among other things characterizes the generic fiber of a Hitchin map as a compactified Jacobian. Our paper is concerned with a parabolic version of these results in the setting of algebraic geometry. By this we mean that we work over an arbitrary algebraically closed field k.
To be concrete, let us fix a smooth projective curve X over k of genus g(X) ≥ 2 and a finite subset D ⊂ X, which we shall also regard as a reduced effective divisor on X. We also fix a positive integer r which will be the rank of vector bundles on X that we shall consider (but if k has characteristic 2, we shall assume r ≥ 3 in order to avoid issues involving ampleness) and we specify for each x ∈ D a finite sequence m
• (x) = (m 1 (x), m 2 (x), . . . , m σx (x)) of positive integers summing up to r. We refer to these data as a quasi-parabolic structure; let us denote this simply by P . A quasi-parabolic vector bundle of type P is then a rank r vector bundle E on X which for every x ∈ D is endowed with a filtration E| x = F 0 (x) ⊃ F 1 (x) ⊃ · · · ⊃ F σx (x) = 0 such that dim F j−1 (x)/F j (x) = m j (x). A parabolic Higgs field on a such a bundle is a O X -homomorphism θ : E → E⊗ O X ω X (D) with the property that it takes each F j (x) to F j+1 (x)⊗ O X T * x (X). We call it a weak parabolic Higgs field, if it only takes F j (x) to F j (x)⊗ O X T * x (X). A weak parabolic Higgs field θ has a characteristic polynomial with and the characteristic polynomial itself defines the spectral curve in the cotangent bundle of X that is finite over X.
With the help of Geometric Invariant Theory one can construct moduli spaces of such objects, but this requires "polarization data", which in the present context take the form of a weight function α which assigns to every x ∈ D a set of real numbers 0 = α 0 (x) < α 1 (x) < · · · < α σx (x) = 1. As we will recall later, this then gives rise to notions of parabolic structures and corresponding stability conditions. And leads to quasi-projective varieties parametrizing the classes of α-stable objects of type P : for the parabolic vector bundles we get M P,α , for weak parabolic Higgs bundles we get Higgs W P,α and for ordinary parabolic Higgs bundles we get Higgs P,α , the latter being contained in Higgs W P,α as a closed subset. If we choose α generic, then the notions of semistability and stability coincide, so that these have an interpretation as coarse moduli spaces, and the varieties in question will be nonsingular. By assigning to a Higgs field the coefficients of its characteristic polynomial we obtain a (Hitchin) map h W P,α : Higgs W P,α → H. We prove that h W P,α is flat, show that each connected component of the generic fiber of h W P,α is a torsor of the Picard variety of the corresponding spectral curve and compute the number of connected components.
But our main results concern the image H P of Higgs P,α and the resulting morphism h P,α : Higgs P,α → H P . We characterize H P as an affine subspace of Higgs P,α (this was obtained earlier by Baraglia and Kamgarpour [BK18] ) and prove essentially that h P,α has all the properties that one would hope for.
We have a commutative diagram
but beware that this is not Cartesian unless all the m j (x) are equal to 1. We give a concrete description of generic fibers of h P,α and we also obtain the parabolic BNR correspondence in this setting, which roughly speaking amounts to (see Theorem 4.9): Theorem 1.1 (Parabolic BNR Correspondence). There is a one to one correspondence between:
isomorphism classes of parabolic Higgs bundles with prescibed characteristic polynomial and line bundles over the normalized spectral curve with a fixed degree determined by the parabolic data .
In particular, generic fibers of h P,α are connected.
Furthermore, we compute the dimension of the parabolic nilpotent cones and derive from this (see Theorem 6.8):
Theorem 1.2. When Higgs P,α is smooth, the parabolic Hitchin map h P,α is flat and surjective.
Let us now indicate how this relates to previous work. After the fundamental work of Hitchin and Beauville-Narasimhan-Ramanan mentioned above, several papers investigated various properties of the Hitchin map over the complex field, for example in [Lau88] , [Fal93] , [Gin01] . Niture [Nit91] constructed the moduli space of (semi-)stable Higgs bundles over an algebraically closed field and showed the properness of Hitchin maps. In the parabolic setting, Yokogawa [Yok93, Yok95] constructed the moduli space of (semi-)stable parabolic Higgs bundles and the weak version of this notion and proved that a weak parabolic Hitchin map is proper. His construction works over any algebraically closed field. Logares and Martens [LM10] , working over the complex field, studied the generic fibers and constructed a Poisson structure on Higgs W P,α and proved that h W P,α is an integrable system in the Poisson sense. Scheinost and Schottenloher [SS95] , also working over C, defined the parabolic Hitchin map h P,α and proved by means of a non-abelian Hodge correspondence that h P,α is an algebraically completely integrable system. Baraglia, Kamgarpour and Varma [Var16, BKV18, BK18] generalized this to a G-parahoric Hitchin system, here G can be a simple simply connected algebraic group over C.
We close this section by describing how this paper is organized. In section 2, we recall the parabolic setting and review the properties of M P,α , Higgs P,α and Higgs W P,α . In section 3, we recall the construction of the Hitchin maps h W P,α and h P,α and determine the corresponding parabolic Hitchin base space H P as in [BK18] . In section 4, we set up the parabolic BNR correspondence (Theorem 1.1) and determine the generic fibers of a parabolic Hitchin map. In section 5, we do the same for a weak parabolic Hitchin map. And finally, in section 6, we compute the dimension of parabolic nilpotent cones and prove Theorem 1.2. We also prove the existence of very stable parabolic vector bundle. As an application, we use co-dimension estimate to give an embedding of conformal blocks into theta functions.
2. Parabolic and weak parabolic Higgs Bundles 2.1. Parabolic vector bundles. We use the notions and the notation introduced above. In particular, we fix X and a set of quasi-parabolic data P = (D, {m
• (x)} x∈D ). We denote by P x ⊆ GL r = G to be the standard parabolic subgroup with Levi type {m j (x)}. We also fix a weight function α = {α • (x)} x∈D and call (P, α) a parabolic structure. We fix a positive integer r and let E be a rank r vector bundle over X endowed with a quasi-parabolic structure of type P .
Remark 2.1. From now on, we will use calligraphic letters E, F, . . . to denote parabolic bundles of a given type (with certain quasi-parabolic structure), and use the normal upright Roman letters E, F, . . . to denote underlying vector bundles. We will also consider a local version (where X is replaced by the spectrum of a DVR). Then D will be the closed point, and we will write σ, {m j } σ j=1 and {α j } σ j=1 instead. Let be given a parabolic vector bundle E on X. Then every coherent O Xsubmodule F of E inherits from E a quasi-parabolic structure so that it may be regarded as a parabolic vector bundle F. Note that the weight function α for E determines one for F. Similarly, for any line bundle L on X we have a natural parabolic structure on E ⊗ O X L, which we then denote by E ⊗ O X L. For more details, please refer to [Yok93] .
An endomorphism of E is of course a vector bundle endomorphism of E which preserves the filtrations F
• (x). We call this a strongly parabolic endomorphism if it takes F i (x)) to F i+1 (x) for all x ∈ D and i. We denote the subspaces of End O X (E) defined by these properties P arEnd(E) resp. SP arEnd(E).
Similarly we can define the sheaf of parabolic endomorphisms and sheaf of strongly parabolic endomorphisms, denoted by ParEnd(E) and SParEnd(E) respectively.
We now define the parabolic degree (or α-degree) of E to be
And the parabolic slope or α-slope of E is given by par-µ(E) = par-deg(E) r Definition 2.3. A parabolic vector bundle E is said to be (semi-)stable if for every proper coherent O X -submodule F E , we have
where the parabolic structure on F is inherited from E.
There exists a coarse moduli space for semistable parabolic vector bundles of rank r with fixed quasi-parabolic type P and weights α. For the constructions and properties, we refer the interested readers to [MS80, Yok93, Yok95] . Denote the moduli space by M P,α (the stable locus is denoted by M s P,α ). M P,α is a normal projective variety of dimension 
So we define the parabolic Higgs bundles as follows:
Definition 2.4. A parabolic Higgs bundle on X with fixed parabolic data (P, α) is a parabolic vector bundle E together with a Higgs field θ,
such that θ is a strongly parabolic map between E and E ⊗ O X ω X (D). If θ is merely parabolic, we say that (E, θ) is a weak parabolic Higgs bundle.
Remark 2.5. One can similarly define the stability condition for a (weak) parabolic Higgs bundles. A (weak) parabolic Higgs bundle (E, θ) is called α-semi-stable (resp. stable) if for all proper sub-Higgs bundle (F, θ) (E, θ), one has par-µ(F) ≤ par-µ(E) (resp. <). Similar to the vector bundle case, an α-stable parabolic Higgs bundle (E, θ) is simple, i.e. P arEnd(E, θ) ∼ = k.
As mentioned in the introduction, Geometric Invariant Theory shows that the α-stable objects define a moduli spaces Higgs W P,α and Higgs P,α that are normal quasi-projective varieties (see [MS80] , [Yok95] and [Yok93] 
For generic α, a bundle (or pair) is α-semistable if and only if it is α-stable. In these cases, the moduli spaces M P,α , Higgs P,α and Higgs In what follows, we will always assume that α is generic in this sense. For simplicity, we will always drop the weight α in the subscripts and abbreviate the parabolic structure (P, α) as P . On X Q = X × Q one has a universal family of stable weak parabolic Higgs bundles ( E, θ) and a surjection V ⊗ k O X Q E. Thus the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of θ
the characteristic polynomial of θ defines a morphism of schemes Note that h W P is pointwise defined as (E, θ) → (a 1 (θ), · · · , a r (θ)) ∈ H. It is easy to see
and in general a generic fiber of h W P has smaller dimension than H. We shall now define an affine subspace H P of H (which as the notation indicates depends on P ) such that h W P (Higgs P ) ⊂ H P . Baraglia and Kamgarpour [BK18] have already determined parabolic Hitchin base spaces for all classical groups
1
. Moreover when k = C, they show in [BKV18] that h P is surjective by symplectic methods. We here do the calculation for G = GL r , not just for completeness, but also because it involves some facts of Young tableaux which will we need later. Our proof is simple and direct. In Section 4, we will give a proof of surjectivity over general k.
Intermezzo on partitions. A partition of r is a sequence of integers n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ · · · ≥ n σ > 0 with sum r. Its conjugate partition is the sequence of integers µ 1 ≥ µ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ µ n 1 > 0 (also with sum r) given by µ j = #{ : n ≥ j, 1 ≤ ≤ σ}. It is customary to depict this as a Young diagram: For example for (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) = (5, 4, 2), we have the Young diagram:
We can read the conjugate partition from the diagram:
Number the boxes as indicated: For each partition of r, we assign a level function:
For example, combined with the former numbered Young Tableau, γ j is illustrated as following: It is clear that:
In the following, we reorder the Levi type {m j (x)} σx j=1 from large to small as {n j (x)} σx j=1 , so that n 1 (x) ≥ n 2 (x) ≥ · · · ≥ n σx (x) > 0. This is a partition of r. Definition 3.2. The parabolic Hitchin base for the parabolic data P is
where the right hand side is regarded as an affine space.
The last equality follows from (3.1), (3.2).
Theorem 3.4. For (E, θ) ∈ Higgs P , h W P (E, θ) ∈ H P . i.e., we have
Without loss of generality, we may assume D = x. We denote the characteristic polynomial of θ as λ r + a 1 λ r−1 + · · · a r where a i = tr(∧ i θ). We denote the formal local ring at x by O with natural valuation denoted by v. We denote its fraction field by K. We fix a local coordinate t in a formal neighborhood of x and choose local section dt t to get a trivialization of ω X (x) near x. Then the characteristic polynomial around x becomes
where
Proof. Following the above argument, we only need to show that:
It amounts to prove the following statement:
Now we prove the claim. Lift F • to a filtration F • on E. This induces a filtration of ∧ i O E with associated graded O-module:
Any θ as above induces a map in each summand, this map has trace has valuation no less than
is the sum of these traces, then our claim follows from intermezzo above.
Yokogawa [Yok93, Corollary 5.12, Corollary 1.6] showed that h W P is projective and Higgs P ⊂ Higgs W P is a closed sub-variety. By Theorem 3.4, the image of Higgs P under h W P is contained in H P ⊂ H. We denote this restriction h P = h W P | Higgs P : Higgs P → H P and refer to it as the parabolic Hitchin map. We conclude that:
Proposition-definition 3.6. The parabolic Hitchin map for the parabolic structure P is the morphism
Spectral curves. In the next two sections, we determine generic fibers of the (weak) parabolic Hitchin map. As in [BNR89] , we introduce the spectral curve to realize the Hitchin fibers as a particular kind of sheaves on the spectral curve.
One observe that H is also the Hitchin base of ω X (D)-valued Higgs bundles. So for a ∈ H, one has the spectral curve X a ⊂ P(O X ⊕ ω X (D)) for ω X (D)-valued Higgs bundles, cut out by the characteristic polynomial a ∈ H. Denote the projection by π a : X a → X. One can compute the arithmetic genus as:
When we work in the weak parabolic case, X a is smooth for generic a ∈ H. On the other hand, for any a ∈ H P , the spectral curve X a is singular (except for the Borel case). Yet for a generic a ∈ H P , X a is integral, totally ramified at x ∈ D and smooth elsewhere. Please refer to the appendix.
Generic Fiber of Parabolic Hitchin Map
In this section, we determine generic fibers of parabolic Hitchin map. We will start from a local analysis, and then derive from it the parabolic correspondence as stated in Theorem 1.1. The analysis of local case is also of its own interest.
4.1. Local case. Suppose we're given the triple (V, F
• , θ) as following,
with dim V i /V i+1 = m i+1 . As before we rearrange (m i ) as (n i ) to give a partition of r. From the Intermezzo, we know σ = µ 1 . It is easy to see θ σ (v) ∈ tV for ∀v ∈ V . We define Ker f i := {v ∈ V |f i (θ)(v) = 0}, it's easy to see Ker f i is a direct summand of V .
Proposition 4.2. The image of
Proof. We denote the natural quotient map V → V / Ker f i by q i .Then
For simplicity we write f 1 as λ
] by generic condition. We denote f 1 (v) = w ∈ Ker f i . By definition, to show q i (Ker f 1 ) = Ker f 1 , it suffices to show ∃w ∈ Ker f i , f 1 (w ) = w This amounts to solve the following linear equations:
It is easy to see that θ-action on V is continuous with respect to t-adic topology on V , thus V can be treated as
we know that w ∈ tV , then we can find a (unique)
Proposition 4.3. We have the following decomposition:
That is to say V is a principal A-module.
Remark 4.4. It is obvious that we Can Not lift a principal A-module structure to A-module structure. The reason lies in that over a principal A-module, we do not have a filtration F
• of type (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m σ ), and a θ strongly preserves it. This proposition actually shows the effect of parabolic condition on local structure of Higgs bundles.
Proof. We prove this by induction both on rank of V and the number of irreducible factors of char θ . From Proposition 4.2, we know that Ker f 1 ⊕ Ker f i is direct summand of V for ∀i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n 1 .
Consider the map:
Since Ker f 1 ⊕ Ker f i is a direct summand of V by Proposition 4.2, q 1 (Ker f i ) is a direct summand and is contained in Ker f i ⊂ V / Ker f 1 . Because Ker f i ∩ Ker f 1 = 0, q 1 is injective when restricted to Ker f i . By passing to V ⊗ O K, and the obvious decomposition:
We know that rk(Ker f i ) = rk(Ker f i ), then:
Thus we only need to prove that:
Ker f i θ acts on V / Ker f 1 with characteristic polynomial σ i=2 f i . The filtration on V , actually induces a filtration on V / Ker f 1 .
2 To use induction, we only need to show that the length of this filtration is µ 2 . This follows from that Ker f 1 is rank one module over A 1 which is a DVR.
Then by induction, we have decomposition on V / Ker f 1 ,i.e:
Ker f i
As q 1 : Ker f i → Ker f i is surjective, we have the decomposition.
In the following, we fix a generic a ∈ H P . For simplicity, we assume D = x. Our first goal is normalize the singular spectral curve X a and analyse local property of its normalization.
4.2. Normalization of spectral curves. We denote N : X a → X a as normalization of X a . And we denote by π the composition map:
[λ] define the spcetral curve locally, so that the formal completion of the local ring of X a at x is A :
Notice that Spec(A) and X a − {π −1 (x)} form an fpqc covering of X a . Since X a − {π −1 (x)} is smooth, we only need to construct the normalization of Spec(A). For generic choose of a ∈ H P , we may assume the coefficient b i ∈ O has valuation γ i . We denote the Newton polygon of f by Γ. Figure 1 is a Newton Polygon of characteristic polynomial corresponding to the example in the Intermezzo. We define C = Γ + R 2 ≥0 , so that Γ determines C which is a closed convex subset of R 2 ≥0 . Let p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p s , be the 'singular' points of ∂C: points where it has an angle < π (so that p s lies on the x-axis). The standard theory of toric modifications was developed in the 1970's and is due to several people. For the construction we refer the readers to the introduction paper [Oka09] and references there in. It assigns to Γ a toric modification π : T Γ → A 2 of A 2 , where T Γ is a normal variety.
The morphism π is proper and is an isomorphism over A 2 \{(0, 0)}. The exceptional locus π −1 (0, 0) is the union of irreducible components {D e }, where e runs over the edges of Γ. For every edge e of Γ, denote by f e the subsum of f over e ∩ Z 2 .
Assumption 4.5. We impose the genericity condition that all these roots of f e are nonzero and pairwise distinct for all e ∈ ∂Γ. This is the concept 'nondegeneracy' in [Oka09] .
Under this assumption, according to [Oka09, Theorem 22] . The strict transform Z(f ) of Z(f ) ⊂ A 2 in T Γ is the normalization of Z(f ), and meets D e transversally in a set that can be effectively indexed by the connected components of e\Z 2 . In particular, Z(f ) has as many branches at the origin as connected components of Γ\Z 2 . In our case, the slope of e is −1/µ e for some µ e ∈ {µ 1 , . . . , µ n 1 }, then one can check that each branch of Z(f )
Remark 4.7. This is a stronger conclusion than that in [Neu99, Chapter 2, Proposition 6.4], because of our Assumption 4.5.
Corollary 4.8. For generic a ∈ H P , there are n 1 (the length of conjugate partition) points in X a over x ∈ X. Ramification degrees are (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ n 1 ). The geometric genus of X a is
Proof. The ramification degree is due to degree of Eisenstein polynomials defining strict transform of local branches. The geometric genus P g ( X a ) then follows from the ramification degrees.
4.3. Parabolic BNR correspondence. This subsection is devoted to build the parabolic BNR correspondence(also stated as Theorem 1.1):
Theorem 4.9 (Parabolic BNR Correspondence for GL r ). For generic a ∈ H P , there is a one to one correspondence between:
Parabolic Higgs bundle (E, θ)
By the classical BNR correspondence, a parabolic Higgs bundle (E, θ) corresponds to a torsion free rank one O Xa -module V with a filtration on V π −1 (x) . Then to prove this theorem, we only need to check that V with filtration induces a N * O Xa module structure. Since the normalization map is finite and isomorphism over X a − π −1 (x), we reduce to consider the local problem near x. By our argument in former subsection, when we specialize (E, θ) ∈ h −1 (a) to the marked point x, we exactly get the triple as in Local Case. Then E has a locally free rank 1 π * O Xa -module structure induced by (E, θ). Now we can prove our Theorem 4.9:
Proof of Theorem 4.9. Firstly, given a parabolic Higgs bundle (E, θ) with char θ = a, deg(E) = d by proposition 4.3 and discussion before, we have a line bundle L of degree δ over X a such that π * L = E. There is an action of θ on π * L induced by the π * O Xa -module structure on π * L, and char θ = a since X a is integral. Hence ( π * L, θ) = (E, θ).
Conversely, given a degree δ line bundle L over X a , a Young tableaux argument shows that there exists a unique filtration
such that the graded terms have the same dimension as the Levi type of P x . The push forward filtration on π * L and π * O Xa -module structure induce a parabolic Higgs bundles structure on ( π * L, θ) with char θ = a and deg = d. Again, as before, this gives us the correspondence. The degree δ can be calculated using Riemann-Roch theorem, as P g ( X a ) = r 2 (g − 1) + 1 + dim(G/P x ) in Corollary 4.8.
Corollary 4.10. Under the same assumption of Theorem 4.9, for generic a ∈ H P , the parabolic Hitchin fiber h
Proof. By Theorem 4.9, we only need to check the stability of ( π * L, θ) for line bundle L over X a . However, the spectral curve X a is integral, which tells that there is no proper sub-Higgs bundle of ( π * L, θ), hence it is a stable parabolic Higgs bundle.
Remark 4.11. Scheinost and Schottenloher [SS95] proved a similar result over
C by uniquely extending the eigen line bundle on X a − π −1 (D) to X a . This extension is announced there. We use a different strategy here which is similar to that in [BNR89] to prove the correspondence.
Notice that we only put generic condition on the characteristic polynomial of Higgs field θ, but due to the decomposition, for all (E, θ) ∈ h −1 (a) we have:
Corollary 4.12. The Jordan blocks of θ mod t is of size (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ n 1 )
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, V has a natural A module structure. Since each A i is a DVR, we may find e i ∈ Ker f i , such that it is free module over k
[[t]], with basis:
{v, θv, . . . , θ µ i −1 v}.
After mod out t, then the matrix of θ on Ker f i with respect to this basis is a Jordan block of size µ i .
Remark 4.13. It means that when given a sufficiently general characteristic polynomial, each global Higgs field θ with this prescribed characteristic polynomial has same Jordan normal form after reduction at marked point x ∈ D. Actually, they are the so-called Richardson elements. We refer the readers to [Bau06] for more details.
If we replace GL r by SL r , we also have coarse moduli spaces M
• P,α , Higgs
• P,α . And the parabolic Hitchin space is:
We use '•' to emphasize trace zero. We denote corresponding parabolic Hitchin map as h
• P,α . Considering the following commutative diagram:
It follows that h
• P,α is proper. Then by our parabolic BNR correspondence Theorem 4.9, generic fibers of h • P,α is Prym variety of Pic( X a ). Then by dimension argument and properness, h • P,α is surjective.
Generic fiber of weak parabolic Hitchin maps
In this section, we give a concrete description of generic fibers of the weak parabolic Hitchin map.
In what follows, we fix a ∈ H, such that X a is smooth and π a is unramified over x. And abbreviate π a as π. To simplify notation, we omit δ using P ic(X a ) to denote some connected component of its Picard variety.
Choose a marked point q ∈ X a , thus we have an embedding τ : X a → P ic(X a ). Then we have a universal line bundle over P ic(X a ) × X a which is the pull back of a Poincaré line bundle. We denote the universal line bundle by P.
Consider the following projection:
We denote V := (id×π) * P, which is a rank r vector bundle over P ic(X a )×X. Thus the (id × π) * O P ic(Xa)×X -module structure induces a Higgs field
And (V, θ P ic ) can be viewed as the universal family of Higgs bundles on X with characteristic polynomial a. For simplicity, we use V | x to denote the restriction of V to {x} × P ic(X a ).
Proposition 5.1. We have a group scheme T over P ic(X a ), for any point z ∈ P ic(X a ), the fiber T(z) is the centralizer T of θ| x .
Proof. Restricting θ P ic to {x} × P ic(X a ) gives
which is regular semi-simple everywhere because π is unramified over x.
Denote by Aut(V | x ) the group scheme of local automorphisms of vector bundle V | x . Then we consider the centralizer of
This gives us a group scheme T over P ic(X a ), fiber-wise it is a maximal torus in G.
In the following we construct a flag bundle Fl on P ic(X a ) classifies all the possible filtrations at x. Fiber-wise this is isomorphic to G/P x . And show that T acts on it naturally.
Definition 5.2. Denote by Fr(V | x ) the frame bundle given by the vector bundle V | x . We define the (partial) flag bundle Fl over P ic(X a ) as the associate bundle
Here P x is the parabolic subgroup given by the parabolic structure at x.
By definition, Fl parametrize all the vector bundle filtrations with type given by P x on V | x . Denote by W x the Coxeter subgroup corresponding to the parabolic subgroup P x , we have Lemma 5.3. T acts on Fl over P ic(X a ), and the fixed points Fl T is a W x torsor on P ic(X a ).
Proof. We know that T ⊂ Aut(V | x ) as a sub-group scheme, thus T acts on Fl.
Since fiber-wise we know that the invariant point of G/P x under the action of T ⊂ P x is bijective to W x , we finish the proof. Now we can give a description of the weak parabolic Hitchin fiber (h
Theorem 5.4. For general a ∈ H, we have (h
Remark 5.5. The intuition of this theorem is that: Filtrations coming from a parabolic structure should be compatible with the Higgs field at x, thus they corresponds to the fixed points of T action on Fl.
Proof. Fiber-wise, fixed points are those
Since then θ x ∈ p i , filtration determined by P i is compatible with θ x . Conversely, (E, θ) lies in (h W P ) −1 (a), meaning that E is a line bundle over X a , and has a filtration at x compatible with θ x . A sub-bundle of parabolic sub-groups, P ⊂ Aut(V | x ), determines a filtration of V | x . This filtration is compatible with θ x if and only if θ x ∈ p . Since θ x is regular semi-simple, this implies that P ⊃ T. Thus it is a fixed point of T-action in Fl.
Since in our case G = GL r , we can give a more explicit description. First, we denote π −1 (x) by {y 1 , . . . , y r } ⊂ X a . Then we restrict the universal line bundle P to each P ic(X a ) × y i , and denote it by P| y i . One has
P| y i since π −1 (x) are r-distinct reduced points. Indeed, factors in the decomposition (5.2) are eigenspaces of θ P ic | x . So under this decomposition, θ P ic | x is a direct sum of θ y i : P y i → P y i and T preserve the decomposition. To conclude:
Corollary 5.6. The connected components π 0 ((h
−1 (a)) is bijective to the Coxeter group W x associated with P x .
Global Nilpotent Cone of the Parabolic Hitchin Maps
In this section, we study global properties of (weak) parabolic Hitchin maps, i.e. flatness and surjectivity.
Definition 6.1. We call h −1
−1 (0)) the parabolic global nilpotent cone (resp. the weak parabolic global nilpotent cone). We denote h −1
By Lemma 3.3, we have
6.1. G m -actions on Higgs W P and Higgs P . There is a natural G m -action on (E, θ) given by (E, θ) → (E, tθ), t ∈ G m . It preserves stability and leaves Hilbert polynomials invariant. Thus it can be defined on moduli spaces, i.e Higgs P and Higgs W P . This action was first studied by Simpson in [Sim90] and [Sim92] . It contains a lot of information of both moduli spaces and Hitchin maps.
There is also a natural G m -action on H and H P :
(a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a r ) → (ta 1 , t 2 a 2 , · · · , t r a r ), and h P , h W P are equivariant under this G m -action. This can be used to show the flatness of Hitchin map [Gin01] if one has the dimension estimate of the global nilpotent cones. We will use deformation theory to estimate the dimension of the global nilpotent cones in the next sub-section.
6.2. The dimension of the global nilpotent cone. The study of infinitesimal deformations of parabolic Higgs bundles was done in [Yok95] and [BR94] .
6.2.1. Parabolic global nilpotent cone. In this sub-subsection, we will use infinitesimal method to calculate the dimension of the parabolic global nilpotent cone.
Recall that in [Yok93, Theorem 4.6], [Yok95, Remark 5.1], Higgs P is a geometric quotient by an algebraic group PGL(V ) of some PGL(V )-scheme Q. Moreover, one has a universal family of framed stable parabolic Higgs bundles
Denote the quotient map by q : Q → Higgs P . Restricting the universal family (V ⊗ k O X Q E, θ) to q −1 (N il P ), we get:
For any scheme S and flat family (V ⊗ k O S E S , θ S ) of parabolic Higgs bundles with char θ S = 0 on S, there is a map ϕ :
To determine the dimension of N il P , it is sufficient to calculate the dimension of each irreducible component with reduced structure. Restrict to any generic point η of N il P , θ η := θ| q −1 (η) red gives a filtration {Ker(θ i η )} of vector bundles of E| q −1 (η) red (i.e. the graded terms are all vector bundles), because X × η is a curve. Spread out this. We fix some notations for filtered bundle maps. Let E 1 , E 2 and E be vector bundles on X with decreasing filtrations by subbundles K
We denote by
the coherent subsheaf of Hom(E 1 , E 2 ) (resp. End(E)) consisting of those local homomorphisms preserving filtrations. And Hom s-fil (E 1 , E 2 ) (resp. End s-fil (E)) consists of the local homomorphisms ϕ such that ϕ(K
. Let us denote the decreasing filtration:
Proof. θ W is a strongly parabolic map thus
Thus the nilpotent parabolic bundle E W has a filtration of vector bundles which do not depend on the surjection
Theorem 6.4. The space of infinitesimal deformations in W of a nilpotent parabolic Higgs bundle (E, θ), is canonically isomorphic to
is the following complex of sheaves on X:
which is isomorphic to
Proof. An infinitesimal deformation of a parabolic pair (E, θ) = u ∈ W is a flat family (E, θ) with char θ = 0 parametrized by Spec(k[ ]/ 2 ) together with a given isomorphism of (E, θ) with the specialization of (E, θ). By the local universal property of U N il P , (E, θ) is the pull back of ( E, θ) by a map ϕ :
2 ) → N il P . Moreover, if the deformation is inside W , then ϕ factor through q −1 (W ) red and (E, θ) is a pull back of (E W , θ W ).
Thus
Let us denote the projection by π :
we have an extension of filtered parabolic Higgs O X -modules
Pushing forward (6.3) by π, we have an extension
of locally free filtered parabolic Higgs O X -modules. The left inclusion will recover the O X -module structure of π * (E,
One can reinterpret the extension class usingČech cohomology. Let U = {U i } i be an affine finite covering of X, trivializing E and all K j . Then on each U i , there is a splitting
preserving the two compatible filtrations. The Higgs fields induce a filtered map
Thus the extension (E, K • ) is given by aČech one cycle (ϕ ij := ϕ i − ϕ j ) with value in
ParEnd(E) ∩ End fil (E) and aĈech 0-cycle (ψ i := θϕ i − ϕ i θ) with value in
One has
It means that ((ϕ ij ), (ψ i )) is aČech 1-cocycle of the following complex of sheaves A • on X:
If the extension is trivial, then ϕ i = (1, ϕ i ) where
and
Thus trivial extensions correspond toČech 1-coboundary of A • .
On the other hand, if we have aČech 1-cocycle ((ϕ ij ), (ψ i )), then use
with the local Higgs field θ ψ i 0 θ . One can check that the gluing condition of the local Higgs fields:
is equivalent to the cocycle condition
One can check :
can be glued to a global splitting of filtered Higgs bundle.
The filtration K • of bundles on E is equivalent as a P reduction, where P ⊂ GL r is the corresponding parabolic subgroup. We denote the principal P-bundle by P E, and let U ⊂ P be the unipotent radical. We denote their Lie algebras by n, p. Thus End
By Lemma 6.3, we have P x ⊂ P for all x ∈ D. Denoting by p x the Lie algebra of P x , we have
According to (6.4) we have
We also need the following Lemmas.
Lemma 6.5. Assume P be a parabolic subgroup of GL r , U be its unipotent radical. Denote by p, g and n their Lie algebras. P act on them by conjugation. One have n ∨ ∼ = g/p as P-linear representations.
Proof. For g = gl r , the form β : g × g → k (A, B) → tr(AB) is a nondegenerate GL r -equivariant bilinear form. Thus the isomorphism holds.
Lemma 6.6. Let E be a finite dimensional vector space over a field. θ : E → E is a nilpotent endomorphism. p is the parabolic algebra preserving the decreasing filtration given by {Ker(θ i )}. Let n be the nilpotent radical. Then ad(θ) : p → n is surjective.
Proof. Do induction on the number of Levi factors of p.
Proposition 6.7. we get the dimension estimate
Thus any irreducible component of N il P has same dimension as M P . In particular, N il P is equi-dimensional.
Proof. One have
• ) are those endomorphism of E commuting with θ, then by stability of (E, θ), we have h 0 (X, A • ) = 1. Base change A • to the generic point ξ of X, we have
This map is surjective by Lemma 6.6. Thus τ ≥1 A
• is supported on finitely many closed points of X and
Theorem 6.8. If Higgs P is smooth, then the parabolic Hitchin map h P is flat and surjective.
Proof. The proof is similar as in [Gin01, Corollary 1]. For ∀ s ∈ H P − {0},
. By (6.1), we have dim(h −1 P (s)) = dim(M P ) for any s ∈ H P . Since Higgs W P and H are both smooth, h P is flat.
Because all fibers are of dimension 1 2
Higgs P = dim H P , h P is dominant. Since h P is proper by Proposition 3.6, it is surjective. . Here B i is a Borel quasi-parabolic structure refining P . More precisely, for a Borel parabolic structure (B, β), the weak parabolic nilpotent cone coincide with the parabolic nilpotent cone, thus by Theorem 6.7, N il One can choose a parabolic weight β η for each B η , such that stability is preserved after the forget the parabolic structure from B η , β η to (P, α). In other words, the forgetful map is well defined on the moduli spaces and restrict to f η : N il Lemma 6.11. If the parabolic Higgs bundle (E, θ) satisfies (E, θ) ∼ = (E, t · θ) for some t ∈ G m (k) which is not a root of unity, then E has a structure of system of parabolic Hodge bundles. In particular, if θ = 0, then the decomposition E ∼ = ⊕E i given by the system of parabolic Hodge bundles is non-trivial.
Remarks 6.12. One conclude that given a parabolic Higgs bundle (E, θ), if E is stable and θ = 0, it can not be fixed by the G m -action.
Definition 6.13. A stable parabolic bundle E is said to be very stable if there is no non-zero nilpotent section in H 0 (X, SParEnd(E) ⊗ ω X (D)).
Theorem 6.14. The set of very stable parabolic bundles contains a non-empty Zariski open set in the moduli of stable parabolic bundles M P .
Proof. Denote by N 0 the open dense subset of Higgs P consists of (E, θ) such that E is a stable parabolic vector bundle. Then π : N 0 → M P by forgetting the Higgs fields is a well defined projection. N 0 is G m -equivariant in Higgs P , and π is also G m -equivariant. Denote by Z 1 the set of (E, θ) with E stable, θ nilpotent and nonzero. One observe that Z 1 ⊂ N il P , Z 1 is G m -equivariant and all the stable parabolic bundle which is not very stable is contained in π(Z 1 ).
Because E is stable(can not be decomposed), θ is non-zero, then by Lemma 6.11, G m acts freely on Z 1 . Thus Z 1 /G m π(Z 1 ). One have dim(Z 1 ) ≤ dim(N il P ) = dim(M P ), so dim(π(Z 1 )) ≤ dim(Z 1 /G m ) = dim(M P ) − 1 < dim(M P ).
Thus the set of very stable parabolic bundles contains a non-empty Zariski open set in M P .
Corollary 6.15. For a generic choice of a ∈ H P , the natural forgetful map h −1
P (a)
M P is a dominant rational map.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, we know that the image of Higgs P is contained in H P . Consider the following rational map:
ρ : Higgs P H P × M P u → (h P (u), π(u)).
By the existence of very stable parabolic vector bundle, i.e. there exist (0, E) ∈ H P × M P whose pre-image is (0, E) ∈ Higgs P . By Corollary 3.3, we know that dim Higgs P = dim H P + dim M P , it means that ρ is generically finite. Thus h −1 P (a) → M P is dominant, for generic a ∈ H P . As an application, we can also show that the rational forgetful map F : h −1 (a) M P is defined on an open sub-variety U ⊂ h −1 (a) and h −1 (a)\U is of co-dimension ≥ 2. This can be proved using similar method in [Bru85] . It is well-known that there is a parabolic theta line bundle L P (which is not canonically defined) over M P . Then F * L P can be extended to a line bundle over h −1 (a), we still denote it by F * L P . To conclude:
Corollary 6.16. For an ∈ Z, there is an embedding:
This is a generalization of that in [BNR89] to parabolic case. It is interesting to see that the left hand side vector space is also know as generalized parabolic theta functions of level (also referred to as conformal blocks) as in [LS97] .
Appendix
In this appendix, we discuss singularities of generic spectral curves, along with ramification. Since we may work over positive characteristics, it needs a little bit more work to use Jacobian criterion. We assume D = x and if char(k) = 2, rank r ≥ 3.
Lemma 7.1. For a generic choice of a ∈ H P , the corresponding spectral curve X a is integral, totally ramified over x, and smooth elsewhere.
Proof. Since being integral is an open condition, similar as in [BNR89, Remark 3.1], we only need to show there exist a ∈ H P , such that X a is integral.
Take char θ = λ r + a r = 0 with a r ∈ H 0 (X, ω ⊗r ((r − γ r ) · x)). The spectral X a is integral if a r is not r-th power of an element in H 0 (X, ω X (x)), this is true for generic a r .
Since smoothness outside x is an open condition, it is sufficient to find such a spectral curve.
When char(k) r, we take char θ = λ r + a r = 0. Due to the weak Bertini theorem, we can choose a r with only simple roots outside x. Applying Jacobian criterion, X a is what we want.
When char(k) | r, we take following equation:
char θ = λ r + a r−1 λ + a r = 0
Then consider following equations:
   λ r + a r−1 λ + a r = 0 a r−1 = 0 a r−1 λ + a r = 0.
Since rank r ≥ 3, by weak Bertini theorem, we can choose a r−1 with only simple roots outside x. Take s ∈ H 0 (X, ω((1 + γ r − γ r−1 )x)) with zeros outside zero(a r−1 ), we can find a r = a r−1 ⊗ s such that zero(a r−1 ) ⊃ zero(a r ), and zero(a r−1 ) are simple zeros of a r , then X a is smooth outside x. Similarly, we have Lemma 7.2. For generic a ∈ H, the corresponding spectral curve X a is smooth.
What's more, in this case we can also say something about ramification: Lemma 7.3. For generic choice a ∈ H, we have π a : X a → X is unramified over x.
3 At x, a r will always has multiple zeros except Borel type Proof. The ramification divisor of π a is defined by the resultant. It is a divisor in the linear system of the line bundle R := ω X (x) ⊗r(r−1) . Considering the following morphism given by the resultant:
Res : H → H 0 (X, R), a → Res(a).
We have the codimension 1 sub-space
such that Res(a) ∈ W if and only if π a is ramified over x.
Res is an polynomial map so the image is a sub-variety. To prove our statement, we only need to find one particular a so that π a is unramified over x.
Consider the characteristic polynomial of the form λ r + a r . In the neighbourhood of x, we can write it as λ r + b r · ( is the trivialization of ω(x) near x. By Jacobian criterion, π a is unramified over x if b r ∈ O X,x is indecomposable. Take b r = t and extend t · ( dt t ) ⊗r to a global section s, we find a = λ r + s such that π a is unramified at x.
